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A History of Romanian Theatre from Communism to Capitalism
Musical Theatre: A History is a new revised edition of a proven core text for college
and secondary school students – and an insightful and accessible celebration of
twenty-five centuries of great theatrical entertainment. As an educator with
extensive experience in professional theatre production, author John Kenrick
approaches the subject with a unique appreciation of musicals as both an art form
and a business. Using anecdotes, biographical profiles, clear definitions, sample
scenes and select illustrations, Kenrick focuses on landmark musicals, and on the
extraordinary talents and business innovators who have helped musical theatre
evolve from its roots in the dramas of ancient Athens all the way to the latest hits
on Broadway and London's West End. Key improvements to the second edition: · A
new foreword by Oscar Hammerstein III, a critically acclaimed historian and
member of a family with deep ties to the musical theatre, is included · The 28
chapters are reformatted for the typical 14 week, 28 session academic course, as
well as for a two semester, once-weekly format, making it easy for educators to
plan a syllabus and reading assignments. · To make the book more interactive,
each chapter includes suggested listening and reading lists, designed to help
readers step beyond the printed page to experience great musicals and performers
for themselves. A comprehensive guide to musical theatre as an international
phenomenon, Musical Theatre: A History is an ideal textbook for university and
secondary school students.

A History of the Theatre Laboratory
"I cannot think of a better book for aspiring and working actors, craftspeople,
artists, and managers" Kent Thompson, Artistic Director, Denver Center Theatre
Company, Past President TCG Board of Directors "It's time for a new look at the
complexity and richness of America's growing theatrical landscapre and Jim Volz is
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just the person to provide that overview" Lesley Schisgall Currier, Managing
Director, Marin Shakespeare Company Working in American Theatre is a coast-tocoast overview of the opportunities awaiting theatre practitioners in every
discipline. Featuring tips from America's top theatre professionals, this resource
offers job-search and career-planning strategies, as well as detailed information on
over 1,000 places to work in the American theatre, including regional companies,
Broadway and commerical theatre, Shakespeare festivals, touring theatres,
university/resident theatres, youth and children's theatres, and outdoor theatres.
Offering an overview of the evolution of American theatre and behind-the-scenes
stories of the regional movement, this single volume is an indispensable tool at
every stage of your career.

History of the Theatre
A history of Italian theatre from its origins to the the time of this book's publication
in 2006. The text discusses the impact of all the elements and figures integral to
the collaborative process of theatre-making. The distinctive nature of Italian
theatre is expressed in the individual chapters by highly regarded international
scholars.

Theatre & History
This book aims to offer a broad history of theatre in Africa. The roots of African
theatre are ancient and complex and lie in areas of community festival, seasonal
rhythm and religious ritual, as well as in the work of popular entertainers and
storytellers. Since the 1950s, in a movement that has paralleled the political
emancipation of so much of the continent, there has also grown a theatre that
comments back from the colonized world to the world of the colonists and explores
its own cultural, political and linguistic identity. A History of Theatre in Africa offers
a comprehensive, yet accessible, account of this long and varied chronicle, written
by a team of scholars in the field. Chapters include an examination of the concepts
of 'history' and 'theatre'; North Africa; Francophone theatre; Anglophone West
Africa; East Africa; Southern Africa; Lusophone African theatre; Mauritius and
Reunion; and the African diaspora.

A Cultural History of Theatre in Antiquity
The Cambridge History of American Theatre
The term ‘theatre laboratory’ has entered the regular lexicon of theatre artists,
producers, scholars and critics alike, yet use of the term is far from unified, often
operating as an catch-all for a web of intertwining practices, territories, pedagogies
and ideologies. Russian theatre, however, has seen a clear emergence of
laboratory practice that can be divided into two distinct organisational structures:
the studio and the masterskaya (artisanal guild). By assessing these structures,
Bryan Brown offers two archetypes of group organisation that can be applied
across the arts and sciences, and reveals a complex history of the laboratory’s
characteristics and functions that support the term’s use in theatre. This book’s
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discursive, historical approach has been informed substantially by contemporary
practice, through interviews with and examinations of practitioners including Slava
Polunin, Anatoli Vassiliev, Sergei Zhenovach and Dmitry Krymov.

Theatre Histories
This comprehensive, multicultural text presents the history of theater within a
framework of cultural and social ideas.

A History of Theatre in Africa
In this sweeping chronicle of plays and performances, key dramatists, major
actors, and important critics take their bows, backed up by memorable quotations
and more than 150 illustrations. “A real treatincludes a mixture of literary,
archaeological, and historical evidence, andmetaphorical prose provides a
pleasurable and insightful discussion of theater in a social contextan attractive,
quality coffee-table book meant for browsing.”—Library Journal.

Living Theatre
This comprehensive guide to the theatre's history covers theatre arts around the
globe, including ancient Eastern arts like Kabuki and more modern ones such as
Bollywood. This book goes back to what we know from our earliest ancestors by
examining ancient artifacts and ancient texts to find out how theatre was
influenced by life and how it in turn influenced the culture of the people who came
to enjoy it. The book concludes with a look at modern theatre and its current
heyday as entertainment for the masses, especially in places like Broadway in New
York City.

The History of Theatre
This provocative book meets the supposedly 'live' practices of performance and
the 'no-longer-live' historical past at their own dangerous crossroads. Focussing on
the 'and' of the title, it addresses the tangled relations between the terms,
practices, ideas, and aims embedded in these compatriot - but often oppositional arts and acts of time.

Performing History
Japan boasts one of the world's oldest, most vibrant and most influential
performance traditions. This accessible and complete history provides a
comprehensive overview of Japanese theatre and its continuing global influence.
Written by eminent international scholars, it spans the full range of dance-theatre
genres over the past fifteen hundred years, including noh theatre, bunraku puppet
theatre, kabuki theatre, shingeki modern theatre, rakugo storytelling, vanguard
butoh dance and media experimentation. The first part addresses traditional
genres, their historical trajectories and performance conventions. Part II covers the
spectrum of new genres since Meiji (1868–), and Parts III to VI provide discussions
of playwriting, architecture, Shakespeare, and interculturalism, situating Japanese
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elements within their global theatrical context. Beautifully illustrated with
photographs and prints, this history features interviews with key modern directors,
an overview of historical scholarship in English and Japanese, and a timeline. A
further reading list covers a range of multimedia resources to encourage further
explorations.

A History of Irish Theatre 1601-2000
A study of the history of Asian American theatre from 1965 to 2005, first published
in 2006.

The Oxford Illustrated History of Theatre
"This streamlined, engaging text helps students understand the events, places and
people that have influenced the history of theatre Upon completing this book,
readers will be able to: Identify the major time periods and geographic areas
associated with the history of theatre; Distinguish relevant characteristics of
theatre in diverse times and places; Describe the underlying cultural, economic,
and political environments as they affected theatre in different times and places;
Associate major participants who made theatre within their historical and regional
context."--Publisher description.

History of Theatre
The second edition of a survey of 3000 years of theatrical history, includingpera,
ballet and spectacle. Two new chapters on the 20th-century arencluded.

Musical Theatre
A History of Romanian Theatre from Communism to Capitalism analyses the last
three decades of Romanian theatre and connects it to the international stage.
Cristina Modreanu questions the relationship between artists and power, both
before 1989, behind the Iron Curtain, and in the current global political context,
with nationalism manifesting itself in Eastern Europe, as seen in the critical work of
Romanian theatre makers. This study covers the complex cases of theatre makers
such as Lucian Pintilie, Liviu Ciulei and Andrei Șerban, who built their international
careers in exile, and the most innovative Romanian artists of today, such as Silviu
Purcărete, Mihai Măniuţiu, Gianina Cărbunariu, Radu Afrim, and Bogdan Georgescu,
who reached the status of transglobal artists. Filling a considerable gap in
Romanian theatre discourse, this book will be of a great interest to students and
scholars of contemporary theatre and history.

Theatre History and Historiography
The future of theatre history studies requires consideration of theatre as a global
phenomenon. The Challenge of World Theatre History offers the first full-scale
argument for abandoning an obsolete and parochial Eurocentric approach to
theatre history in favor of a more global perspective. This book exposes the
fallacies that reinforce the conventional approach and defends the global
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perspective against possible objections. It moves beyond the conventional nationbased geography of theatre in favor of a regional geography and develops a new
way to demarcate the periods of theatre history. Finally, the book outlines a history
that recognizes the often-connected developments in theatre across Eurasia and
around the world. It makes the case that world theatre history is necessary not
only for itself, but for the powerful comparative and contextual insights it offers to
all theatre scholars and students, whatever their special areas of interest.

A History of Hispanic Theatre in the United States
A Theater of Our Own
A Cultural History of Theatre' presents an authoritative survey from ancient times
to the present. The set of six volumes covers a span of 2,500 years, tracing the
complexity of the interactions between theatre and culture. 1. 'A Cultural History of
Theatre in Antiquity' (500 BC - 1000 AD) 2. 'A Cultural History of Theatre in the
Middle Ages' (1000 - 1400) 03. 'A Cultural History of Theatre in the Early Modern
Age' (1400 - 1650) 4. 'A Cultural History of Theatre in the Age of Enlightenment'
(1650 - 1800) 5. 'A Cultural History of Theatre in the Age of Empire' (1800 - 1920)
6. 'A Cultural History of Theatre in the Modern Age' (1920 - 2000+)

A Cultural History of Theatre
The theatrical heritage from which both Ibsen and Strindberg sprang is rich in
tradition and achievement. This study of the history and development of theatre in
Scandinavia examines dominant styles and trends in various periods, from the
earliest performances in the Middle Ages to the provocative productions and
experiments of the present day. The closely interrelated theatrical cultures of
Denmark, Sweden, and Norway have flourished for far longer than many outside
observers realize. Moreover, as this book also demonstrates, the manifest vitality
of theatrical activity in the three Nordic countries has depended on a vigorous
interaction (not a one-way traffic) with European theatre at large. By the second
half of the nineteenth century, as Ibsen and Strindberg began their rise to
international prominence, Scandinavian theatre came to occupy a more dominant
position in the wider European framework. In our own day, more forcefully than
ever before, major Scandinavian stage directors and designers have continued to
influence the shape and outlook of contemporary theatre as a whole. This book,
the only work of its kind in English, provides a balanced and authoritative account
of the theatrical history of all three Scandinavian countries. It is generously
illustrated and comprehensively documented, with an extensive bibliography.

A history of the theatre
This new edition of the innovative and widely acclaimed Theatre Histories: An
Introduction offers overviews of theatre and drama in many world cultures and
periods together with case studies demonstrating the methods and interpretive
approaches used by today's theatre historians. Completely revised and renewed in
color, enhancements and new material include: a full-color text design with added
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timelines to each opening section a wealth of new color illustrations to help convey
the vitality of performances described new case studies on African, Asian, and
Western subjects a new chapter on modernism, and updated and expanded
chapters and part introductions fuller definitions of terms and concepts throughout
in a new glossary a re-designed support website offering links to new audio-visual
resources, expanded bibliographies, approaches to teaching theatre and
performance history, discussion questions relating to case studies and an online
glossary.

A History of East African Theatre, Volume 1
This collection of essays explores how historians of theatre apply ethical thinking
to the attempt to truthfully represent their subject - whether that be the life of a
well-known performer, or the little known history of colonial theatre in India - by
exploring the process by which such histories are written, and the challenges they
raise.

History of the Theatre
The 20th century was a dynamic period for the theatrical arts in China. Booming
urban theatres, the interaction between commercial practice and theatres, dramas
staged during the War of Resistance against Japan and an in-depth communication
between Western and Eastern theatres all contributed to the momentousness of
this period. The four volumes of A History of Chinese Theatre in the 20th Century
display the developmental trajectories of Chinese theatre over those hundred
years. This volume deals with the developmental process of Chinese theatre from
1900 to 1949, covering the prosperity of Peking Opera, the advent of play and
colorful local dramas. The author shows that the modernization of Chinese theatre
was subject to both internal factors and influences from the outside world, while
modernity and localization are two contradictory but complementary dimensions in
any interpretation of Chinese theatre in the 20th century. Scholars and students in
the history of the arts, especially the history of Chinese theatre, will find this book
to be an essential guide.

A History of Asian American Theatre
Monsters are fragmentary, uncertain, frightening creatures. What happens when
they enter the realm of the theatre? The Monster in Theatre History explores the
cultural genealogies of monsters as they appear in the recorded history of Western
theatre. From the Ancient Greeks to the most cutting-edge new media, Michael
Chemers focuses on a series of ‘key’ monsters, including Frankenstein’s creature,
werewolves, ghosts, and vampires, to reconsider what monsters in performance
might mean to those who witness them. This volume builds a clear methodology
for engaging with theatrical monsters of all kinds, providing a much-needed
guidebook to this fascinating hinterland.

A History of Japanese Theatre
The former chief critic of the "Chicago Tribune" uses historical records, interviews,
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and personal memories to chronicle Chicago's theater world from the 1830s to the
present day.

The Cambridge History of British Theatre
Known as the bible of theatre history, Brockett and Hildy's History of the Theatre is
the most comprehensive and widely used survey of theatre history in the market.
This 40th Anniversary Edition retains all of the traditional features that have made
History of the Theatre the most successful text of its kind including worldwide
coverage, more than 530 photos and illustrations, useful maps, and the expertise
of Oscar G. Brockett and Franklin J. Hildy, two of the most widely respected theatre
historians in the field. This tenth edition provides the most thorough and accurate
assessment of theatre history available and includes contemporary milestones in
theatre history.

A History of Italian Theatre
This stunning contribution to the field of theatre history is the first in-depth look at
avant-garde theatre in the United States from the early 1950s to the 1990s.
American Avant-Garde Theatre offers a definition of the avant-garde, and looks at
its origins and theoretical foundations by examining: *Gertrude Stein *John Cage
*The Beat writers *Avant-garde cinema *Abstract Expressionism *Minimalism There
are fascinating discussions and illustrations of the productions of the Living
Theatre, the Wooster Group, Open Theatre, Ontological-Hysteric Theatre and
Performance Group. among many others. Aronson also examines why avant-garde
theatre declined and virtually disappeared at the end of the twentieth century.

The Making of Theatre History
Hispanic theatre flourished in the United States from the mid-nineteenth century
until the beginning of the Second World War—a fact that few theatre historians
know. A History of Hispanic Theatre in the United States: Origins to 1940 is the
very first study of this rich tradition, filled with details about plays, authors, artists,
companies, houses, directors, and theatrical circuits. Sixteen years of research in
public and private archives in the United States, Mexico, Spain, and Puerto Rico
inform this study. In addition, Kanellos located former performers and playwrights,
forgotten scripts, and old photographs to bring the life and vitality of live theatre to
his text. He organizes the book around the cities where Hispanic theatre was
particularly active, including Los Angeles, San Antonio, New York, and Tampa, as
well as cities on the touring circuit, such as Laredo, El Paso, Tucson, and San
Francisco. Kanellos charts the major achievements of Hispanic theatre in each
city—playwriting in Los Angeles, vaudeville and tent theatre in San Antonio,
Cuban/Spanish theatre in Tampa, and pan-Hispanism in New York—as well as the
individual careers of several actors, writers, and directors. And he uncovers many
gaps in the record—reminders that despite its popularity, Hispanic theatre was
often undervalued and unrecorded.

A History of Russian Theatre
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A survey of 4,500 years of international performance history covers the significant
movements, writers, performers, and events from traditional and avant-garde
theater

A History of Chinese Theatre in the 20th Century I
Theatre was at the very heart of culture in Graeco-Roman civilizations and its
influence permeated across social and class boundaries. The theatrical genres of
tragedy, comedy, satyr play, mime and pantomime operate in Antiquity alongside
the conception of theatre as both an entertainment for the masses and a vehicle
for intellectual, political and artistic expression. Drawing together contributions
from scholars in Classics and Theatre Studies, this volume uniquely examines the
Greek and Roman cultural spheres in conjunction with one another rather than in
isolation. Each chapter takes a different theme as its focus: institutional
frameworks; social functions; sexuality and gender; the environment of theatre;
circulation; interpretations; communities of production; repertoire and genres;
technologies of performance; and knowledge transmission.

A Cultural History of Theatre in the Early Modern Age
Living Theatre: A History conveys the excitement and variety of theatre throughout
time, as well as the dynamic way in which our interpretation of theatre history is
informed by contemporary scholarship. Rather than presenting readers with a
mere catalog of historical facts and figures, it sets each period in context through
an exploration of the social, political and economic conditions of the day, creating
a vivid study of the developments in theatre during that time.

Working in American Theatre
A comprehensive history of Russian theatre, written by an international team of
experts.

A History of African American Theatre
Volume Two begins in 1660 with the restoration of King Charles II to the throne and
the reestablishment of the professional theater. It follows the far-reaching
development of the form over more than two centuries to 1895.

Concise History of Theatre
The Monster in Theatre History
The 19th century ushered in an unprecedented boom in technology, the unification
of European nations, the building of global empires and stabilization of the middle
classes. The theatre of the era reflected these significant developments as well as
helped to catalyse them. Populist theatre and purposebuilt playhouses flourished in
the ever-growing urban and cosmopolitan centres of Europe and in expanding
global networks. This volume provides a comprehensive and interdisciplinary
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overview of the cultural history of theatre from 1800 to 1920. Highly illustrated
with 51 images, the ten chapters each take a different theme as their focus:
institutional frameworks; social functions; sexuality and gender; the environment
of theatre; circulation; interpretations; communities of production; repertoire and
genres; technologies of performance; and knowledge transmission.

A Cultural History of Theatre in the Age of Empire
The Challenge of World Theatre History
Chris Morash's widely-praised account of Irish Theatre traces an often forgotten
history leading up to the Irish Literary Revival. He then follows that history to the
present by creating a remarkably clear picture of the cultural contexts which
produced the playwrights who have been responsible for making Irish theatre's
world-wide historical and contemporary reputation. The main chapters are each
followed by shorter chapters, focusing on a single night at the theatre. This prizewinning book is an essential, entertaining and highly original guide to the history
and performance of Irish theatre.

History of the American Theatre
In his examination of the ways in which theatre participates in the ongoing
representations of and debates about the past, Freddie Rokem concentrates on the
ways in which theatre after World War II has presented different aspects of the
French Revolution and the Holocaust, showing us that by “performing history”
actors bring the historical past and the theatrical present together.

A History of Scandinavian Theatre
Table of contents

A Cultural History of Theatre:
For both producers and consumers of theatre in the early modern era, art was
viewed as a social rather than an individual activity. Emerging in the context of
new capitalistic modes of production, the birth of the nation state and the rise of
absolute monarchies, theatre also proved a highly mobile medium across
geolinguistic boundaries. This volume provides a comprehensive and
interdisciplinary overview of the cultural history of theatre from 1400 to 1650, and
examines the socioeconomically heterodox nature of theatre and performance
during this period. Highly illustrated with 48 images, the ten chapters each take a
different theme as their focus: institutional frameworks; social functions; sexuality
and gender; the environment of theatre; circulation; interpretations; communities
of production; repertoire and genres; technologies of performance; and knowledge
transmission.

American Avant-Garde Theatre
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Volume One of a unique three-volume history covering all aspects of American
theatre.
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